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No tutorial, no windowed mode, and I have no clue what I'm doing or why.

SiNKR 2 Steam Page is Live : SiNKR 2 is coming this winter and I've just published a Steam page. It is super important for
visibility on Steam to have a healthy sized wishlist before launch, if you would, please add the game to your wishlist. Your
continued support really makes a huge difference, thank you all! SiNKR 2 uses the same contraptions as the original SiNKR but
has a bunch of polish, more levels than the original, and a new optional level selection grid allowing multiple paths to complete
the game. There are crickets in the new SiNKR 2 community forum, if you have any questions, feel free to post them there or
here in the comments below.. SiNKR voted Fan Favorite at SIEGE : I'm so excited! SiNKR was voted Fan Favorite game by the
attendees at SIEGE (Southern Interactive Entertainment and Games Expo, USA) on Sunday! Great timing too as SiNKR
releases tomorrow October, 12!. SiNKR 2 is a MomoCon 2019 Finalist : I'm thrilled that SiNKR 2 is one of the 20 overall
finalists for the MomoCon 2019 Indie Game Awards! The 20 finalists will be reviewed by a group of journalists and an indie
game developer, including: Rami Ismail, founder, VlambeerMike Fahey, senior reporter, KotakuChris Carter,
DestructoidAustin Wood, staff writer, Games RadarJanet Garcia, associate editor, IGN. SiNKR Free Level Pack; SiNKR 2
Backports : I'm still tweaking and adding levels to SiNKR 2 but took a small break to pull back some of the enhancements and
added a 7 level bonus pack to the original SiNKR. The bonus pack has a minor new mechanic I call 'Squircles' for 'square
circles'. SiNKR Changes - 7 bonus levels added. You can play the bonus levels without having finished the game. - Hook travels
faster when the reel is held down and hook changes direction - Minor bug fixes and updates to the contraption and line looks -
Engine update - Trading Cards (added in January) SiNKR 2 is still coming soon but I can't give a firm date. Please wishlist
SiNKR 2 if you are interested in playing the sequel.. Logic Puzzles to Relax Your Brain : The creators of LYNE , Hexologic ,
Sudoku Universe , and SiNKR have partnered to bring you the Logic Puzzles to Relax Your Brain bundle at a 15% discount off
of the individual prices.
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